Human CD4 "internal antigen" mimicry by anti-idiotypic monoclonal antibodies.
Of 1019 hybridomas generated from a BALB/c mouse immunized with the syngeneic anti-CD4 monoclonal antibody HP2/6, 3 were found to secrete anti-idiotypic antibodies. Detailed analysis of anti-idiotypic monoclonal antibodies F16-10F6, F16-14D6 and F16-16D7 showed they recognize idiotope(s) not expressed by any of the anti-CD4 monoclonal antibodies tested, including those which inhibit the binding of HP2/6 to CD4 antigen. The idiotope recognized by the three anti-idiotypic antibodies are within (or closely related to) the antigen combining site of the immunizing antibody and distinct and spatially distant from the idiotope defined by monoclonal antibody F11-2302 which was previously shown to be outside the antigen combining site of HP2/6. Although F16-14D6 and F16-16D7 are indistinguishable in isotype, binding titer to idiotopes, fine specificity on a panel of monoclonal antibodies, relation to the combining site and competitive binding, it is likely that they are structurally different and recognize two distinct combining site-related idiotopes on HP2/6, as they display different spectrotypes and induce anti-anti-idiotypic (Ab3) immune sera with different specificities. Analysis of the fine specificity of the two Ab3 immune sera suggest they share idiotopes with HP2/6 and contain antibodies reacting with CD4 antigen. Among the latter, those induced with F16-14D6 display a different CD4 epitope specificity than HP2/6. Hence, anti-idiotypic antibodies F16-14D6 and F16-16D7 behave as "network antigen" for human CD4; idiotope-triggered antibody cascade may have a role in changing the specificities of antibody.